
1. Nutribullet Juicer £99.99
Enjoy fresh, nutritious and delicious juice every day 
with Nutribullet Juicer. Fresh-made and nutrient 
packed juice for you and your family just got so much 
easier. The original and best-selling Nutribullet is 
known and loved by millions of people. Now, 
NutNutribullet power and technology is available in an 
easy to use home juicer. Enjoy the taste and benets 
of freshly squeezed juice every single day. Simply 
add your ingredients into the feed chute and twist 
the control dial for instant, silky smooth juice the 
whole family can enjoy.

2. Kinetik Non Contact 
FForehead Thermometer £49.99
The Kinetik Wellbeing Ear and Forehead infrared 
thermometer allows you to safely and easily measure 
temperature. It detects high body temperature to 
help identify illness, understand if fever reducing 
medication is required and also if that medication is 
taking an effect. Perfect for temperature checking as 
eeverything begins to open up and life starts to get 
back to normal. The Kinetik is easy to use with soft 
operation keys, this thermometer can take ear, 
forehead and ambient room temperature 
measurements in one second.

3. Portable Bubble Effect Machine £30
Ideal for use in stage shows, clubs, weddings, home 
paparties, practically anywhere indoors. Producing 
bubbles for up to one hour and projecting bubbles 
up to two metres for that professional effect, this is 
the ideal party machine. The built-in carry handle 
also doubles as an adjustable hanging bracket. 
Great for post-lockdown parties as you reconnect 
with friends and family.

4. Philips 4. Philips Lumea IPL 
Hair Removal £439
Philips most powerful IPL yet, designed for your 
body's curves and easiest at home experience. The 
Lumea applies gentle pulses of light to the hair root, 
putting the follicle into a resting phase. As a 
consequence, the amount of hair your body grows 
ggradually decreases. Treatment to prevent hair 
regrowth is safe and gentle, even on sensitive areas. 
Lumea's total body attachments are shaped to 
perfectly t every curve and will adapt programs 
tailored to each body area. 

5. Samsung Bluetooth Soundbar £549
Boost your home entertainment experience with 
this AI pthis AI powered, Q-Symphony soundbar from 
Samsung. Connect the device to your TV and enjoy 
the ultimate immersive 3D sound experience. The 
wireless subwoofer provides plenty of power, whilst 
a dedicated built-in centre speaker provides crystal 
clear dialogue. Great for movies, music, and gaming. 
Samsung Q-Symphony works with compatible 2021 
SSamsung TVs, and allows the TV and the soundbar 
to work in harmony for a truly immersive sound 
experience. Not only that, but it does it without you 
having to run messy cables around your room.
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